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ABSTRACT

For quite some time, the FIFA World Cup has been linked to Human Rights violations. However, forced evictions and housing rights violations seem to occur more severely in developing countries which host the International sporting event. This dissertation shall attempt to show how FIFA’s Football Stadiums: Technical Recommendations and Requirements induce forced evictions in developing host nations by carrying out a study on the World Cups hosted in South Africa (2010) and Brazil (2014). Additionally, this dissertation will discuss reasons why such evictions and violation were not experienced in Germany (2006) even though all three countries had to abide by the same FIFA requirements. Finally, this paper shall contain recommendations which aim to ensure such evictions and housing right violations do not occur again.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1. Background

The FIFA world cup is the most popular sporting event in the world. However, for quite some time, every world cup has been linked to certain human rights violations; be it sex trafficking during the 2006 world cup in Germany\(^1\) (which had nothing to do with FIFA), forced evictions in South Africa (2010) and Brazil (2014), homophobia in Russia (2018) and Qatar (2022)\(^2\), labor rights violations in Qatar (2022)\(^3\). There is a clear correlation between the hosting of a FIFA world cup and human rights violations. This dissertation shall attempt to study this correlation, with a focus on forced evictions.

Since 1930, football has grown drastically in popularity to become the greatest or rather the most popular sporting event in the world (the South Africa 2010 world cup was shown all over the world and had around 3.2 billion viewers which is nearly half of the world’s population\(^4\)). The countries bidding for the tournament seek prestige and the

---


world’s attention as they attempt to take on the task of hosting the multibillion-dollar competition\textsuperscript{5}.

The increase in popularity, size and the monetary benefits involved has led to FIFA working more closely with the governments of host countries. This proximity of closeness has reached an extent where FIFA has even gone so far as changing some of these countries’ laws. This is because before choosing a host country, FIFA requires the potential host countries to meet a large number of requirements, some of them being of legal nature\textsuperscript{6}. These requirements lead to host nations altering their laws dealing with security, visa procedures, labor regulations, customs and tax law, and infrastructure which then lead to several human rights violations\textsuperscript{7}. This paper shall focus on how FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure lead to forced evictions and housing rights violations in the host nation.

However, it must also be noted that situations have arisen which have led FIFA to make changes to their world cup strategy as well. In particular, the Qatar world cup in 2022 which will be hosted during November and December instead of the regular June/July period. The 2022 world cup will also be played in a reduced time frame of 28 days\textsuperscript{8}.

Such changes, though quite significant to the football world, are nothing compared to the human rights violations that are induced due to the changes host nations need to make in order to host the FIFA world cup.

1.2. Justification of study

The hosting of the FIFA world cup has been linked to several human rights violations. However housing rights violations have only been experienced in developing countries (which have been selected as host nations). This dissertation shall attempt to study the


\textsuperscript{6}Tang K, ‘the world cup: Changing country’s laws, One tournament at a time’ on 5 December 2016.

\textsuperscript{7}Tang K, ‘the world cup: Changing country’s laws, One tournament at a time’ on 5 December 2016.

link between FIFA requirements for infrastructure and forced evictions and other housing right violations.

1.3. Statement of objectives

1. To show how FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure leads to forced evictions and the violation of rights to shelter in developing countries.

2. Give appropriate recommendations to aid in stopping such forced evictions.

1.4. Research questions

1. What are the specific hosting requirements with regards to infrastructure?

2. Why are developing countries more susceptible to cases of forced evictions and displacement of communities when they become World Cup Hosts?

1.5. Theoretical framework

The interest theory approach to human rights shall be used in the course of this dissertation. This theory provides that the principal function of human rights is to protect and promote certain essential human interests. This theory is therefore concerned with the factors that ensure human beings lead a minimally good life. John Finnis elaborated on this approach by creating 7 fundamental rights or interests that forms the basis of human rights. The seven fundamental interests, rights or what Finnis terms 'basic forms of human good', as providing the basis for human rights are: (I) life and its capacity for development, (II) the acquisition of knowledge, as an end in itself, (III) play, as the capacity for recreation (IV) aesthetic expression (V) sociability and friendship (VI) practical reasonableness, the capacity for intelligent and reasonable thought processes and (VII) religion, or the capacity for spiritual experience. This dissertation will attempt to show how FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure lead to

---

10 Human rights’, Internet encyclopedia of philosophy, on 5 November 2016.
forced evictions and housing rights violations which in turn lead to the victims (of forced eviction and housing rights violation) not being able to exercise the above mentioned fundamental human rights/interests.

Additionally, Saint Thomas Aquinas’ classical natural law theory’s definition of law shall also be considered. In this theory, Aquinas defines law as “a certain ordinance of reason from the common good (affecting all people equally, made by him who has the care of the community and has the powers to coerce others to obey it)”\(^\text{11}\). Taking this into context, the dissertation will attempt to prove that FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure are contrary to this theory i.e. that laws, requirements and regulations on infrastructure do not promote the common.

1.6. Hypothesis

The past two FIFA world cups (South Africa 2010 and Brazil 2014) have been linked with several cases of forced evictions and housing right violations. Though the world cup has been hosted in other countries as well, these countries have been quite well developed (Germany 2006), which have not had cases of forced evictions and housing right violations as experienced by South Africa and Brazil. This leads to the notion that developing countries more susceptible to cases of forced evictions and displacement of communities when they become World Cup Hosts compared to developed countries.

1.7. Research Design and Methodology

The research for the paper shall be conducted via (I) the internet: In the course of my research I shall include information found from reports related to this topic, the domestic laws of the countries involved in this research (brazil and south Africa), the relevant international treaties the above mentioned countries have ratified and/or signed, the laws of FIFA and their requirements for hosting the FIFA world cup,  

articles from the internet (legal blogs and websites, human rights blogs and websites and other reliable and relevant websites and (II) books, law journals and newspaper articles related to the topic of this dissertation

1.8. Limitations.

1. The research for this paper will be conducted through the internet and newspapers. The inability to conduct actual interviews of victims of the forced evictions in Brazil and South Africa qualifies as a major limitation. Furthermore, it also limits the amount of information I am able to get. For instance, if travelling to South Africa or Brazil could have been possible, I would be able to get testimonies of human rights volunteers who actually witnessed the forced evictions and housing rights violations.

2. The cases that deal with the forced evictions and housing rights violations that occurred in Brazil and South Africa have been difficult to find through the internet. Case law for Brazil has been a particular problem possibly because the cases are recorded in Portuguese. This is also another downfall of conducting research through the internet.

3. The dissertation only focuses on forced evictions and housing right violations. This is a limitation due to the fact that all human rights are interconnected. However, focusing on all human rights that have occurred during FIFA world cups would not have allowed me to prove my hypothesis which is that developing countries are more susceptible to forced evictions and housing right violations when hosting the FIFA world cup since the various other human rights violations have been experienced by all host nations, developed or not.

1.9. Chapter Breakdown

1.9.1. Chapter One

Introduction (Research Proposal).

1.9.2. Chapter Two

Literature Review.
1.9.3. Chapter Three

FIFA’s Requirements on Infrastructure for Host Nations.

1.9.4. Chapter Four

Case studies: South Africa and Brazil

1.9.5. Chapter Five

Discussion, Findings, Recommendations and Conclusion.
CHAPTER TWO

Literature review

2.1. Introduction

Before dwelling into how FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure leads to forced evictions and housing rights violations, it seems prudent to understand what human rights are and what entails a forced eviction. Additionally, this chapter shall also give a brief overview of FIFA with regards to the world cup and an overview of the forced evictions that took place in South Africa and Brazil.

2.2. Forced Evictions

The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)\(^\text{12}\) defines human rights as “rights inherent to all human beings, whatever our nationality, place of residence, sex, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, language, or any other status.”\(^\text{13}\)

Forced evictions can be defined as “the permanent or temporary removal against their will of individuals, families and/or communities from the homes and/or land which they occupy, without the provision of, and access to, appropriate forms of legal or other protection”\(^\text{14}\).

Furthermore, forced evictions can lead to homelessness or to violations to the right to adequate housing which in turn exposes a person to other human rights violations such as: the right to life (International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, art. 6.1), freedom from cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment (International Covenant on Civil


and Political Rights art. 7), the right to security of the person (International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art. 9.1).

However, forced evictions can be considered legal if they are in line with international human rights standards and a country’s domestic laws (for example serving the tenant with an eviction notice). Such evictions are known as "legal evictions".

The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), in its General Comment No. 4 (1991) on the right to adequate housing, asserted that forced evictions are justified in cases where the circumstances are considered to be ‘exceptional’. However, the evictions must be in line with the relevant principles of international law.

Accordingly, “exceptional circumstances” include elements such as: (a) racist or other discriminatory comments, behavior or attacks; (b) unjust destruction of the landlord’s property; (c) consistent antisocial behavior which harms, intimidates or threatens public health or safety.

2.3. FIFA and the World Cup

Additionally, one must also understand how FIFA works. As briefly mentioned earlier, FIFA is the global governing body of association football. FIFA consists of 209 national football associations and Men’s World Cup (which is the focus of this dissertation) is FIFA’s main tournament.

In order to host the world cup, interested bidders submit a ‘bid book’ to FIFA outlining how they plan to meet FIFA’s requirements for hosting the world cup. The successful bidding nation is announced about seven years prior to the world cup. Once a host

---

17 ‘CESCR General Comment No. 4: The Right to Adequate Housing (Art. 11 (1) of the Covenant)’, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 1991.
19 Ruggie J, ‘For the game, For the world.” FIFA and Human Rights.
nation is chosen, its bid book and the hosting agreement form a legally binding contractual relationship between the host nation and FIFA\textsuperscript{21}.

FIFA’s demands/requirements and the consequential changes made by host nations have created an environment for Human Rights violations. These violations have been acknowledged by FIFA itself and as a result, in 2015, FIFA appointed John G. Ruggie\textsuperscript{22} to develop recommendations on what it means for FIFA to embed respect for human rights across its global operations\textsuperscript{23}. The aforementioned report deals with human rights risks as opposed to violations. A risk can be defined as \textit{a situation involving exposure to danger}\textsuperscript{24}. A violation on the other hand can be understood to mean \textit{the action of violating someone or something}\textsuperscript{25}. The report by John Ruggie assesses the potential human rights violations that may occur due to FIFA’s existing regulations, policies and legislations. This dissertation, on the other hand, shall deal with forced evictions that have already occurred and set out recommendations on what FIFA could have done (or could still do to prevent such violations from occurring again). However, it must also be noted that the aforementioned report shall be used as a fundamental guideline in the course of this dissertation.

\textbf{2.4. Discussion}

A large sporting event such as the world cup normally requires the acquisition of large pieces of land to build stadiums, car parks, training sites, improved transport systems to and from stadia, hotels etc in accordance with FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure. Although such improvements are considered to be a benefit of hosting the World Cup it has a lot of negative effects as well. The main negative effect of such land acquisition is the forceful displacement of individuals and/or communities. In some cases, some of these communities/individuals were removed without adequate compensation or put in

\textsuperscript{21}Ruggie J, ‘For the game, For the world.’ FIFA and Human Rights, page 18.
\textsuperscript{22}John G. Ruggie is the Berthold Beitz Professor in Human Rights and International Affairs at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and Affiliated Professor in International Legal Studies at Harvard Law School. An award-winning scholar, he is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
\textsuperscript{23}Ruggie J, ‘For the game, For the world.’ FIFA and Human Rights'.
worse places than they were before. Similar sentiments were shared by John Ruggie in his report for FIFA\textsuperscript{26}.

Take for example the case involving an entire community of 366 people being evicted from Spes Bona Hostel in South Africa\textsuperscript{27}. These evictions were reported by Rosalie de Bruijn, a masters student at the University of Amsterdam, who went to South Africa to research on the evictions taking place during the world cup for her thesis ‘Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup’ \textsuperscript{28}. This was also reported by David Smith\textsuperscript{29}, a reporter for the Guardian\textsuperscript{30}. According to Smith’s news report, 366 people forcefully evicted from the Spes Bona Hostel in the district of Athlone because a stadium there was being reconstructed so that football players participating in the world cup could use it for training. Those evicted were relocated to a place known as Blikkiesdorp in Delft where the conditions were much worse than the area they were evicted from\textsuperscript{31}.

The conditions in Delft can be corroborated by COHRE’s report on Delft (where Blikkiesdorp is located).\textsuperscript{32} According to the report the settlement was very congested and was not adequate, in terms of space, for families with a large number of members. Furthermore, the houses were built with material that is not able to protect its residents against bad weather conditions. The settlement also lacked adequate water and sanitation facilities and had a high crime rate, especially rape\textsuperscript{33}.

\textsuperscript{26}Ruggie J, ‘For the game, For the world.’ FIFA and Human Rights’.
\textsuperscript{28}Brujin R, ‘Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup’, page 38-41.
\textsuperscript{29}David Smith is a correspondent for The Guardian.
\textsuperscript{31}Smith D, 'Life in ‘tin can town’ for the South Africans evicted ahead of world cup' on 27 June 2016.
\textsuperscript{33}N2 gateway project: housing rights violations as ‘development’ in South Africa', page 26.
Though a defense can be made regarding a few evictions in the sense that those evicted were put in alternate housing hence no human rights were violated. However, in the case of Naidenova et al vs. Bulgaria\textsuperscript{34,35}, the United Nations Human Rights Committee evaluated forceful evictions using Article 17 of the ICCPR\textsuperscript{36} and Article 11 of the ICESCR\textsuperscript{37}. In this case, the committee held that when a state evicts people from their homes, the state has a duty to ensure the evicted are provided with adequate housing immediately. If the state cannot guarantee this, then they should not evict people in the first place. This is because, failure to provide adequate alternate housing exposes those evicted to further human rights violations\textsuperscript{38} (Even though the case mentioned above deals with European human rights violations, it can be used for informative purposes as to what amounts to a human rights violation with regards to forced evictions and right to adequate housing). In the Spes Bona case study, the evicted were not put in adequate replacement housing, instead, they were relocated to Blikkiesdorp, where they were subjected numerous housing right violations (such as lack of adequate water and sanitation) as well as other human rights violations (such as Rape).

To add to the above, the ICCPR was ratified on 10 December 1998 by South Africa. Regarding the ICSECR, South Africa was a signatory to the covenant but had not ratified it during the time of the world cup\textsuperscript{39}. Furthermore the above cases of forced

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{34}Case of Nachova and Others v. Bulgaria (2004) - European Court of Human Rights (applications numbers: 43577/98 and 43579/98).,
  \item \textsuperscript{36}Article 17 of the ICCPR states as follows “(1) No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honor and reputation. (2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attack ”.
  \item \textsuperscript{37}Article 11 of the ICSECR states as follows “The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions. The States Parties will take appropriate steps to ensure the realization of this right, recognizing to this effect the essential importance of international co-operation based on free consent”.
\end{itemize}
evictions clearly violate Article 26 of the South African constitution which deals with the right to adequate housing.41

Brazil is also party to all the major Human Rights Treaties without any reservations42. Brazil is a party to the ICESCR which they ratified on 24th January of 1992 and the ICCPR which was ratified in Brazil on 24th April 199243. Brazil was also one of the 48 countries that came together at the United Nations in Paris on 10th December 1948 to sign the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.4445

In Brazil, a similar trend was observed with regards to forced evictions during the preparation for the FIFA world cup. A report from the National Coalition of Local Committees for a people’s World Cup and Olympics; ‘Mega-Events and Human Rights Violations in Brazil’46, outlined several cases of housing right violations in cities that were supposed to play host to world cup matches. Take for example, in São Paulo, the construction of the road between stadium (that was also being built) and the city’s International Airport led to 4,000 families being forcefully evicted47.

40 Article 26 of the South African constitution states as follows “(I) everyone has the right to have access to adequate housing. (II) The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of this right. (III) No one may be evicted from their home, or have their home demolished, without an order of court made after considering all the relevant circumstances. No legislation may permit arbitrary evictions”
44 Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks”.
Concerns regarding such forced evictions were also voiced by an independent United Nations Human Rights expert called Raquel Rolnik. Rolnik stated in a news release “I am particularly worried about what seems to be a pattern of lack of transparency, consultation, dialogue, fair negotiation (leading to adequate compensation), and participation of the affected communities in processes concerning evictions undertaken or planned in connection with the World Cup ...insufficient attention is being given to access to infrastructure, services and means of subsistence in relocation sites...this can result in homelessness and the formation of new informal settlements”.

The General Comment no. 7 by the UN Human Rights Committee regarding the case of Naidenova et al v. Bulgaria can be used to further elaborate on how inadequate compensation is a human right violation. The comment states that evictions should not render persons homeless or make them more vulnerable to any human rights violations. There must also be prior consultation with the person(s) being evicted and a proper notice must be given as to when the eviction will take place. If the evicted do not have alternate housing, the state should use all available resources to ensure sufficient housing or sufficient compensation is provided to the evicted.

2.5. Conclusion

All the above examples (in both Brazil and South Africa) have one thing in common; all the housing rights violations happened due to construction of stadiums, training grounds, roads etc in preparation for the FIFA world cup. Furthermore, as per my research, no housing rights violations occurred in Germany 2006. This leads to the belief that developing countries are more susceptible to forced evictions and other housing rights violations when hosting the FIFA world cup. According to Aaron

---

48 Rolnik is a Special Rapporteur on the Right to Adequate Housing. She also reports to the Geneva-based UN Human Rights Council in an independent and unpaid capacity.


Beacom, in his book ‘sport and international development’, International sporting organizations have drastically increased their focus on leaving behind a long term legacy\(^5^2\) (like large infrastructure). However at the same time, they do not take into consideration the particular country that they are dealing with i.e. whether it is a developed nation or not and the consequences of their infrastructure requirements. This can be supported by Beacom again, who in his book, uses the 1992 Barcelona games as an example. In this case, the infrastructure developments in the developed areas were met with a lot of positivity. However, the under developed areas of Barcelona saw small scale businesses being forcefully evicted due to infrastructure requirements of the games\(^5^3\).

---

CHAPTER THREE

FIFA’s Requirements for Infrastructure for Host Nations.

3.1. Introduction

In order for the cities (of the world cup host nation) to earn the privilege of hosting the World Cup games (about 3-5 games per city\textsuperscript{54}), they must comply with FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure\textsuperscript{55}. These requirements are set out in FIFA’s Football Stadiums’ Technical Recommendations\textsuperscript{56}. This chapter shall take a look at the infrastructure requirements for the South Africa 2010 World Cup and the Brazil 2014 World Cup and attempt to show how they create an environment for forced evictions.

3.2. Requirements for Stadium Seating and Parking Capacity

With regards to stadium capacity and size, section 1.1 of the FIFA recommendations require a minimum of 30,000 seats for international games (which includes regular world cup matches e.g. group stages), 50,000 for a Confederations Cup final, and 60,000 for a World Cup final\textsuperscript{57}. The same section also states that the stadium should be designed in a manner that ensures effective and efficient maintenance, cleaning and management in a cost effective manner”(FIFA’s requirements remain very vague on what amounts to cost effectiveness.)\textsuperscript{58}.

Furthermore, section 3 requires all parking to be on-site. For a stadium with a capacity of 60,000, parking places should be provided for 10,000 cars, 500 buses, special VIP parking (which should separate from public parking and be near the VIP entrance), the


\textsuperscript{56}‘FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements’, page 60, 2007.

\textsuperscript{57}‘FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements’, page 27, 2007.
media vehicles, parking for 2 busses and at least 8 cars for the players and match officials and a sufficiently large area for a helipad\textsuperscript{59}. Where sufficient on-site public parking is not possible, parking should be provided no further than 1,500 meters from the stadium\textsuperscript{60}.

These requirements are clearly designed to modernize stadiums in accordance to FIFA standards\textsuperscript{61}. One problem here is that FIFA fails to realize that a stadium may have certain history or tradition to it or be a source of pride within the community. This can be better emphasized by using the Maracana stadium in Brazil as an example. According to the Cairo Review of Global Affairs, the Maracana stadium was a source of pride for all Brazilian football fans since it was economically accessible to all. It was also considered to be an international icon\textsuperscript{62}. Unfortunately, during the preparation for the World Cup, the Maracana’s, traditions and history contradicted FIFA’s requirements for World Cup stadiums\textsuperscript{63}. This led to the stadium being completely destroyed and rebuilt in accordance to FIFA’s requirements\textsuperscript{64}. As a result, such reconstruction saw, in one case, almost 1000 residents living in poor areas near the stadium being forcefully evicted to make space for a parking lot as part of the recommendations set forth by FIFA. \textsuperscript{65} \textsuperscript{66} Additionally, these residents were evicted without any form of compensation.\textsuperscript{67} This is particularly sad since a stadium that was once a source of pride within the community became the reason why families and individuals lost their homes due to FIFA’s requirements.

\textsuperscript{59}FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements', page 49-52, 2007.
\textsuperscript{60}FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements', page 49-52, 2007.
\textsuperscript{64}‘FIFA rules’, \textit{The Cairo review of global affairs}, on 11 January 2017.
\textsuperscript{67}Carroll T ‘Illusions of unity: the paradox between mega-sporting events and nation building’, page 19.
FIFA argues that such requirements on infrastructure will lead to an increase in revenue for the sports teams that use these stadiums\textsuperscript{68} since more seats mean more spectators which in turn mean more revenue. However, in reality, this has not been the case since the new or refurbished stadiums have led to an increase in ticket prices which has led to a fall in attendance levels\textsuperscript{69}. Take for example the social discontent in Brazil which arose among the working class population due to an increase ticket prices after the FIFA world cup\textsuperscript{70}. This has led to stadiums in South Africa and Brazil becoming white elephants\textsuperscript{71,72,73}. For example, the green point stadium in Cape Town whose maintenance costs are higher than the income it generates.\textsuperscript{74} As a result, the Congress of South African trade union called for it to be reconstructed into low cost housing\textsuperscript{75}. While in Brazil, the Estadio Nacional in Brasilia is currently being used as a parking lot. This is due to the fact that there is no top-division football team in the area\textsuperscript{76}. This adds insult to injury to those families and individuals who were displaced because such stadiums were being built or refurbished since now, the reason for their evictions are idle unutilized stadiums.

### 3.3. Requirements for Infrastructure Surrounding the Stadiums

Section 1.2 requires hotels, commercial environments, good transports facilities and at least one international airport to be easily accessible to and from the stadium (so that it can play host to major international events in the future, such as music concerts)\textsuperscript{77}. All

\textsuperscript{68}FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements, page 26, 2007.
\textsuperscript{70}‘FIFA rules’, The Cairo review of global affairs, on 11 January 2017.
\textsuperscript{71}The term ‘white elephant’ can be defined as a possession entailing great expense out of proportion to its usefulness or value to the owner.
\textsuperscript{75}‘South Africa’s ‘white elephant stadium should be converted into housing’ on 8 January 2017.
\textsuperscript{76}‘Brazil’s $3 billion world cup stadiums are becoming white elephants a year later’, on 8 January 2017.
\textsuperscript{77}FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements, page 60, 2007.
of this gives the impression that the FIFA requirements are designed with the intention to beautify an entire city around a football stadium so that it reflects the modern outlook of the stadium and also corresponds to FIFA’s persistent need to leave behind a legacy. The fact that the need for such infrastructure only arose due to a new or refurbished- to- FIFA-standards stadium can be supported by Robert Baumann and Victor Matheson, in their report ‘Infrastructure Investments and Mega-Sports Events: Comparing the Experience of Developing and Industrialized Countries’, when they used Wembley as an example and stated that the roads and subway station nearby the stadium would not have been built if the stadium wasn’t being constructed.

The requirements in the above paragraph saw thousands of people in South Africa and Brazil have their housing rights being violated. For example, the N2 Gateway which was designed to clean up slums from the airport to the town area in Cape Town and replace them with aesthetic low rent housing for the slum dwellers. As a result, 20,000 people were evicted and forced towards the outskirts of the city where they were exposed to more human rights violations. Furthermore, the aesthetic units that were built were rented out at a rate much higher than what any of the previous inhabitants could afford which further exposed the inhabitants to homelessness.

The goal of the N2 gateway project was clearly to beautify and modernize the city in accordance to FIFA’s requirements. However, an argument can be made that the

---

82 Carroll T ‘Illusions of unity: the paradox between mega-sporting events and nation building’, Syracuse university, page 17.
84 Newton C ‘the Reverse Side of the Medal: About the 2010 FIFA World Cup and the Beautification of the N2 in Cape Town’, Urban Forum, 2009.
86 N2 gateway project: housing rights violations as ‘development’ in South Africa, 2009.
project was conceived before the world cup, but the fact that the project began a few months after South Africa was declared the host of the 2010 world cup is no coincidence. COHRE in their report ‘N2 gateway; housing rights violations as ‘development’ in South Africa’ share a similar view.

3.4. Conclusion

FIFA claims, under section 1.6 of the requirements, that the infrastructure being built will lead to strengthening of the poorer local communities in those areas and would also enhance the quality of life, community pride and provide financial stability. Firstly, this is quite debatable since there is no undisputable link between infrastructure/facilities development and poverty reduction. This claim could be supported by Udesh Pillay in his report ‘Mega-events as a response to poverty reduction: The 2010 FIFA world cup and its urban development implications’. According to Udesh, infrastructural developments may be disadvantageous to the poor communities rather than advantageous since it is highly unlikely that the urban poor would have the means to utilize ‘world class’ stadiums and other infrastructures such as shopping villages etc. This can also be supported by Whitson and Horne who claim that there is no guarantee that modern stadiums and brand new, improved facilities would benefit the urban poor. Secondly, as shown above with the case of the Maracana one of the main disadvantages of FIFA’s infrastructure requirements is that a large number of poor communities and families from proposed construction sites are forcefully evicted and displaced. This can be supported by Raquel Rolnik who stated that “authorities use the organization of mega-events as a catalyst for the regeneration of their city; residents of the affected areas may face mass displacement, forced evictions and the demolition of

---

87 'De Bruijn R, 'Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup', University of Amsterdam, 2010, page 30.
88 N2 gateway project: housing rights violations as ‘development’ in South Africa, 2009.
89 FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements', 2007, page 35.
Another problem is that such re urbanization projects lead to gentrification thus leading to increased rent and property prices which would in turn negatively affect those who fall in the lower class (financially) of society since it would hinder their ability to get adequate housing. For example, the N2 gateway project mentioned above.

Such housing right violations in South Africa and Brazil shall be the focus of the following chapter(s) in this dissertation.

---

93 ‘Sports mega-events and development: a critical analysis of Brazil’s hosting of the 2014 FIFA World Cup and 2016 Summer Olympic Games’.
94 ‘Mega-events as a response to poverty reduction: The 2010 FIFA world cup and its urban development implications’.
CHAPTER FOUR

Case Study: South Africa and Brazil

4.1. South Africa

4.1.1. Introduction

On May 15th 2004 South Africa won the bid to host the World Cup\(^95\). Consequently, South Africa had to take the relevant actions to meet the standards set by FIFA for host nations. This led to several infrastructures such as stadiums and transport systems being built or refurbished\(^96\). This case study shall focus on the evictions and housing rights violations suffered by the Joe Slovo community as a result of the N2 Gateway housing project.

4.1.2. N2 Gateway Housing project

The year which saw South Africa win the bid to host the world cup also saw the South African government begin the N2 Gateway Housing Project\(^97\). The project aimed to clean up the slums from the airport to the town area in Cape Town and replace them with aesthetic low rent housing for the slum dwellers\(^98\). As earlier stated in chapter 3, this was just a ‘beautification’ project in preparation for the world cup.

\(^97\)De Bruijn R, ‘Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup’, University of Amsterdam, 2010, page 30
\(^98\)Carroll T ‘ Illusions of unity: the paradox between mega-sporting events and nation building’, Syracuse university, page 17.
This claim can also be supported by Peter Alegi. In his article ‘A Nation to Be Reckoned With’: The Politics of World Cup Stadium Construction in Cape Town and Durban, South Africa’, he mentions a quote by an unnamed FIFA delegate, which is as follows: ‘a billion television viewers don’t want to see shacks and poverty on this scale’99.

Raquel Rolnik, a United Nations Special Rapporteur on adequate housing also mentioned in a report (UN: Olympic ‘beautification’ of cities means forced evictions100) that the benefits of hosting mega sporting events are not distributed fairly because cities tend to prioritize beautification and modernization projects over the requirements of local residents. She went on to highlight, as an example, this very case study i.e. the removal of 20,000 people from the Joe Slovo settlement in Cape Town to make way for rental housing for 2010 World Cup. She further stated that the evicted residents were moved to much poorer areas because the promises for affordable housing were forgotten and were not prioritized due to (I) high standards of infrastructure required by FIFA. (II) The deadlines (for preparations) set by FIFA101.

As a result of the N2 gateway project and FIFA’s requirements, the residents of Joe Slovo informal settlement, were forcefully evicted to make way for more attractive housing102. The evicted, estimated to be around 20,000 people, moved to an area called Tubelisha, in Delft.103 These evictions led to the Residents of Joe Slovo Community protesting and taking the matter to court, in the case of Joe Slovo Community, Western

100 UN: Olympic ‘beautification’ of cities means forced Evictions'.
101 UN: Olympic ‘beautification’ of cities means forced Evictions'.
103 Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup, page 30.
Cape Anti Eviction Campaign vs. Thubelisha Homes and others (also known as the Joe Slovo case)\textsuperscript{104}.

### 4.1.3. The Joe Slovo case

On 20 September 2007, a temporary eviction order against the residents of Joe Slovo was obtained from the Cape High Court by Thubelisha Homes\textsuperscript{105}. The Joe Slovo residents objected the eviction order. They argued that the City of Cape Town had consented them to occupy Joe Slovo hence meaning that they could not be considered unlawful occupiers under the Prevention of Illegal Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act of 1998 (PIE Act). The residents also argued that the Delft was very far from the central business district, their jobs and education and health centers. As a result, this would severely disadvantage their community, which was already vulnerable.\textsuperscript{106}

However, the High Court of Cape Town ruled in favor of the government. According to the Court, residents of Joe Slovo had a right to adequate housing but did not have a right to remain in the area of their choice i.e. Joe Slovo.\textsuperscript{107} The Court thus consented to the eviction of Joe Slovo residents and their relocation to Delft\textsuperscript{108}.

As a result, the residents of Joe Slovo community appealed to the Constitutional Court. In their judgment, the Constitutional Court of South Africa held that the respondents had acted in accordance with Article 26\textsuperscript{109} of the Constitution\textsuperscript{110}. However, the


\textsuperscript{105}Residents of the Joe Slovo Community, Western Cape v. Thubelisha Homes and others, 2010, (3) SA 454 (CC).

\textsuperscript{106}COHRE ‘N2 gateway project: housing rights violations as ‘development’ in South Africa’, 2009, page 21.

\textsuperscript{107}Thubelisha Homes and Others vs. Various Occupants and others, Final Judgment, High Court of South Africa, Cape of Good Hope Provincial Division. Case Number 13109/07.

\textsuperscript{108}‘N2 gateway project: housing rights violations as ‘development’ in south Africa’, page 21.

\textsuperscript{109}See footnote NO. 40

\textsuperscript{110}Residents of Joe Slovo community and another vs. Thubelisha homes and others, Final Judgment, Constitutional court of South Africa.
Constitutional Court’s order did have three significant features which were designed to make the eviction ‘just and equitable’\(^\text{111}\)\(^\text{112}\).

Firstly, the judgment established that at least 70% of houses built in Phase 3 of the N2 Gateway must be distributed among the Joe Slovo residents who were staying there before they were evicted. Secondly, the Court ordered every Joe Slovo resident, who was moved from the Joe Slovo settlement, to be provided with a temporary residential unit (TRU). The Court also outlined the quality and the character of the TRUs. Such description included size, composition and amenities.\(^\text{113}\) Finally, the Court ordered proper communication, regarding the relocation, to take place between the appellants (Joe Slovo residents) and respondents (Thubelisha Homes and others). The court further stated that such communication must deal with elements such as the date and time of relocation.\(^\text{114}\)

Despite the mitigating factors of the judgment above, the residents who were relocated were still subjected to several housing rights violations.\(^\text{115}\) This will be elaborated below.

### 4.1.4. Criticism

The Constitutional Court’s ruling was severely criticized by legal academics and activists\(^\text{116}\). From the facts of the case, it is pretty clear that the construction of the N2 project was prioritized over the rights of the Joe Slovo residents. Pierre de Vos, a professor of constitutional governance at the University of Cape Town supported this claim when he stated that the judgment by the Constitutional Court was questionable.

\(^{111}\) N2 gateway project: housing rights violations as ‘development’ in south Africa’, page 19-20 on 24 December 2016.
\(^{112}\) Residents of Joe Slovo community and another vs. Thubelisha homes and others, Final Judgment, Constitutional Court of South Africa.
\(^{113}\) See paragraph 9 and 10 of the Residents of Joe Slovo community and another vs. Thubelisha homes and others, final judgment.
\(^{114}\) See paragraph 11 of the Residents of Joe Slovo community and another vs. Thubelisha homes and others, final judgment.
\(^{115}\) ‘Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup’, page 30.
because it clearly allows the forceful eviction of an entire community. Furthermore, De
vos also stated that the Courts, via their judgment, have consented to a vanity project
which is completely against South African housing policy which holds that settlements,
such as the Joe Slovo settlement, should be removed via in situ\textsuperscript{117} upgrading\textsuperscript{118}.

The Legal Resources Centre (LRC), which represented Joe Slovo residents, applauded
the mitigating factors put in place by the Court to protect the housing needs of the
residents, but also stated that the court should have ruled for in situ upgrading of the Joe
Slovo settlement.\textsuperscript{119}

\textbf{4.1.5. Housing right violations and the N2 gateway project}

The result of the Constitutional Court’s ruling led to reallocation of an entire
community. This reallocation, not only led to violations of the right to adequate housing
but several other Human Rights as well such as the right to work, education and
healthcare.

The right to adequate housing can be found in Article 11 (1) ICESCR (see footnote NO.
37).\textsuperscript{120} The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) which has the
duty to oversee compliance with the ICESCR, has elaborated on the right to adequate
housing in its General Comment No. According to General Comment 4, ‘adequate
housing’ must include the following seven elements: (1). Security (2). Availability of

\textsuperscript{117} In situ is a strategy used to upgrade an area without evicting or reallocating the people living in that
area. This was the strategy to be used by the South African government in projects such as the N2
gateway project. For further information see ‘National Department of Housing, “Breaking New Ground”
page 104.

\textsuperscript{118} De Vos P, ‘A (partial) victory for Joe Slovo residents’, 2009,

\textsuperscript{119} “Residents of Joe Slovo lose and win in the Constitutional Court”, Legal Resources Centre (LRC)

\textsuperscript{120} Article 11, International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights, on 24 December 2016.

Additionally, in the General Comment 4 on the right to adequate housing, the Committee held that adequate shelter means … “adequate privacy, adequate space, adequate security, adequate lighting and ventilation, adequate basic infrastructure and adequate location with regard to work and basic facilities - all at a reasonable cost”122.

General Comment 4 further stipulates “Adequate housing must be in a location which allows access to employment options, health-care services, schools, childcare centers and other social facilities. This is true both in large cities and in rural areas where the temporal and financial costs of getting to and from the place of work can place excessive demands upon the budgets of poor households.”123.

FIFA’s requirements and the consequent ruling of the Constitutional Court of South Africa to allow residents of the Joe Slovo community to be reallocated to Delft led to Article 11 of the ICESCR being violated in several ways.

Firstly, Delft was over 15km away from the Joe Slovo informal settlement. This meant that people, who were already struggling financially, had to travel a lot more, hence pay more for transport, to reach their jobs or areas of commerce.124

Another problem, and violation, was that Delft had almost no employment opportunities. According to one woman who was skeptical about moving from Joe Slovo, the transports costs for her, if she moved to delft would be so high that it would

122 UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General Comment No. 4: The Right to Adequate Housing (Art. 11 (1) of the Covenant).
123 UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General Comment No. 4: The Right to Adequate Housing (Art. 11 (1) of the Covenant).
render her unable to buy food for herself and her family\textsuperscript{125}. Thirdly, schools and health care facilities are also scarce in Delft.\textsuperscript{126}

The Development Action Group (DAG) can also corroborate such claims. DAG surveyed a number of families that had been relocated to Delft from Joe Slovo. Their survey found a number of difficulties that those who had been relocated had to deal with. Among these difficulties were distance from job opportunities, lack of job opportunities in Delft and very high transport costs to and from the city center and work places. Furthermore, public transportation was also less frequent which led to an increase in commuting time.\textsuperscript{127}

All of the above not only violate the ICESCR but also go on to violate provisions in the South African constitution. Section 27 of the South African constitution states the “Everyone has the right to have access to- (a) health care services, including reproductive health care; (b) sufficient food and water...”\textsuperscript{128}. The above case study clearly shows how residents who had been relocated to Delft were put in situations where their rights under Article 27 were violated.

Additionally, section III and IV (which outline guidelines to be followed prior to evictions and during evictions) of the UN basic principles and guidelines on development based evictions and displacement were also violated\textsuperscript{129}.

Article 38\textsuperscript{130} of the above guidelines holds that state should explore all possible alternatives to the evictions. In this case, alternatives were not considered. This can be proven by the fact that the evictions could have been carried out in-situ\textsuperscript{131} but weren’t.

\textsuperscript{125} COHRE ‘N2 gateway project: housing rights violations as ‘development’ in south Africa’,2009, page 29.
\textsuperscript{126} COHRE ‘N2 gateway project: housing rights violations as ‘development’ in south Africa’,2009, page 30.
\textsuperscript{129} ‘UN basic principles and guidelines on development based evictions and displacement’, Annex 1 of the report of the Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, A/HRC/4/18.
Article 43\textsuperscript{132} and 44\textsuperscript{133} of chapter IV of the guidelines hold that the relocation should not lead to the evicted being exposed to homelessness or further human rights violations and that the area where the evictees are relocated should have adequate water supply, sanitation, schools, transport etc. from the facts mentioned above, it is clear that both these provisions were violated.

\subsection*{4.2. Brazil}

\subsubsection*{4.2.1. Introduction}

On 30\textsuperscript{th} October 2007, FIFA announced that Brazil would host the 2014 World Cup.\textsuperscript{134} Once this was done, potential host cities were identified to play host to the world cup matches. Unfortunately, FIFA’s technical team found that the stadiums did not meet FIFA’s requirements for World Cup stadiums\textsuperscript{135}. This meant that several stadiums were

\textsuperscript{130} Article 38 of the UN basic principles and guidelines on development based evictions and displacement states as follows “States should explore fully all possible alternatives to evictions. All potentially affected groups and persons, including women, indigenous peoples and persons with disabilities, as well as others working on behalf of the affected, have the right to relevant information, full consultation and participation throughout the entire process, and to propose alternatives that authorities should duly consider. In the event that agreement cannot be reached on a proposed alternative among concerned parties, an independent body having constitutional authority, such as a court of law, tribunal or ombudsperson should mediate, arbitrate or adjudicate as appropriate”.

\textsuperscript{131} In situ is a strategy used to upgrade an area without evicting or reallocating the people living in that area. This was the strategy to be used by the South African government in projects such as the N2 gateway project. For further information see ‘National Department of Housing, “Breaking New Ground” A Comprehensive Plan for the Development of Sustainable Human Settlements’, 2004, Part A, section 2, page 104.

\textsuperscript{132} Article 43 of the UN basic principles and guidelines on development based evictions and displacement states as follows “Evictions should not result in individuals being rendered homeless or vulnerable to the violation of other human rights. The State must make provision for the adoption of all appropriate measures, to the maximum of its available resources, especially for those who are unable to provide for themselves, to ensure that adequate alternative housing, resettlement or access to productive land, as the case may be, is available and provided. Alternative housing should be situated as close as possible to the original place of residence and source of livelihood of those evicted”.

\textsuperscript{133} Article 44 of the UN basic principles and guidelines on development based evictions and displacement states as follows: “All resettlement measures, such as construction of homes, provision of water, electricity, sanitation, schools, access roads and allocation of land and sites, must be consistent with the present guidelines and internationally recognized human rights principles, and completed before those who are to be evicted are moved from their original areas of dwelling”.

\textsuperscript{134} Brazil officially named 2014 world cup hosts', \textit{REUTERS}, 2007, -\texttt{<http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-soccer-world-brazil-idUKL3026608120071030> on 9 November 2016}

\textsuperscript{135} Gaffney C, ‘A World Cup for Whom? The impact of the 2014 World Cup on Brazilian football stadiums and cultures’, page 9, -
renovated or built from scratch\textsuperscript{136} while other infrastructure related to the FIFA World Cup was also built\textsuperscript{137}. This case study shall focus around the Maracana stadium, the bus rapid transit (BRT) line and forced evictions linked to them.

\subsection*{4.2.2. The Maracana stadium}

The Maracana stadium was built between 1948 -1950.\textsuperscript{138} Ever since its birth, the stadium has been a source of pride for Brazilians\textsuperscript{139}. Unfortunately, as mentioned above and in chapter 3, FIFA’s inspection report found that the stadium was not in accordance with FIFA’s requirements\textsuperscript{140}. As a result, the stadium was destroyed and rebuilt in accordance with FIFA’s requirements (for example section 1.1 of the FIFA requirements do not allow standing terraces for spectators during world cup matches\textsuperscript{141}. This meant that the Maracana, which had several spectator stands, had to make the relevant construction changes to abide by FIFA standards).\textsuperscript{142}

\subsection*{4.2.3. The Bus Rapid Transit Line in Rio de Janiero}

Inaugurated in June 2012, the BRT was implemented to decrease congestion and increase the use of public transport systems. However, certain lines were built with the intention to be used for the 2014 FIFA world cup\textsuperscript{143}. Hence those lines had to be ready before the 2014 event, in particular, the Transcarioca BRT system which runs from the International Airport to the West Zone and near the Maracanã Stadium\textsuperscript{144}. Although advertised as a means of improving mobility for the urban poor, this was just another part of FIFA’s requirements to ensure that stadiums are easily accessible from International airports. This can be supported by Chris Gaffney, a professor of urbanism.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{136}2014 world cup Brazil', (FIFA.com) on 7 September 2016. \\
\textsuperscript{137}Rio’s BRT system: a tool for legacy or fragmentation’, Rioonwatch.org - <http://www.rioonwatch.org/?p=15531> on 7 August 2016. \\
\textsuperscript{139}FIFA rules', The Cairo review of global affairs, 8 February 2014, accessed 11 January 2017. \\
\textsuperscript{140}FIFA rules', The Cairo review of global affairs, 8 February 2014, accessed 11 January 2017. \\
\textsuperscript{141}FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements’, page 26. \\
\textsuperscript{142}FIFA rules', The Cairo review of global affairs, 8 February 2014, accessed 11 January 2017. \\
\textsuperscript{143}De Paula M ‘the 2014 world cup in Brazil: its legacy and challenges’ 2014, page 11. \\
\textsuperscript{144}De Paula M ‘the 2014 world cup in Brazil: its legacy and challenges’ 2014, page 11.}
at the Fluminese Federal University. According to Gaffney, the routes chosen for the BRT lines do not help in solving the city’s congestion problem. He used a traffic study to show how majority of the daily commuters in the city travel from their places of residence to the dense formal employment areas of the city. However, all of the BRT lines ran through the expansive real estate areas and the tourist sites of Rio.  

4.2.4. Evictions due to the Maracana and BRT

As a result of the construction done to bring the Maracana up to FIFA standards, the Municipal Government began demolishing the favelas near the stadium to make space for a new parking lot (see chapter 3) as part of the requirements for the new Maracana stadium. This was also reported by Rioonwatch, an NGO attempting to bring voice to favela communities in Rio. Such construction saw at least 1000 residents of the favela de Metro being forcefully evicted without adequate compensation or adequate alternate housing. These claims can be supported by Amnesty international and Terrence Carroll in his report ‘Illusions of unity: the paradox between mega-sporting events and nation building’. Furthermore, a large part of evictions in Rio de Janeiro were related to the construction of the BRT. One of the lines created, before the start of the world cup, was a line from the International airport in Rio to the west zone and the Maracana. This is similar to the N2 gateway project in South Africa and can be supported by several human rights organizations such as RIOonwatch which claim that it is nothing but a ‘legacy’

146 A Brazilian shack or shanty town.
148 Samuca ‘evictions at favela de metro clear the way for world cup parking’, Rioonwatch.org, on 27 January 2017.
152 De Paula M ‘the 2014 world cup in Brazil: its legacy and challenges’ 2014, page 11.
project. This project has led to around 385 families from the areas, through which the lines run, being forcefully evicted.

Some of the evicted residents in Rio de Janeiro were given an official notification to evacuate the area with a “maximum deadline of 0 day(s)”, while those who resisted were subjected to abuse and were forcefully evicted. Furthermore, a large number of the evicted people were placed almost 50km away. This can be supported by Dr Melissa Fernández Arrigoitia, a sociologist at the London School of Economics who further added that the distance and area in which the evicted were relocated had a massive negative impact on the residents’ abilities to get proper jobs. Dr. Arrigoitia also added that the areas to which the evicted were reallocated lacked local schools, health facilities and other basic infrastructure.

In other situations, residents living in Rio de Janiero learned that their houses were going to be demolished, not via official government communications, but through the media. Take for example the Vila Autódromo community, whose residents found out about their eviction via a front-page report in a newspaper.

Kyle Barron, a graduate student in comparative politics at New York University, who was researching on the intersection of politics and new media, also reported situations where government officials and employees of private investors used excessive force during evictions. This can be corroborated by a report from the National Coalition of Local Committees for a people’s World Cup and Olympics. This report documented several cases where excessive force was used to evict residents throughout the country.

---

(not just in Rio de Janiero). The report goes on to single out a well known agent known as Francisco Evandro. Evandro is an employee of BST transport system, which had been hired by the government to do the “cleansing”, a term used when referring to the eviction of poor residents (similar to the ‘beautification’ project in South Africa). According to the report, Evandro was central in at least two scenarios involving violent forced evictions that were carried out without legal mandates. In one case, according to residents, he came with a gun, claimed to be a government official and began intimidating families to leave their homes.

4.2.5. The Maracana, BRT and Housing Right Violations

Chapter 1 of the Brazilian constitution establishes individual and collective rights and duties. Article 5, clause 11 of the same chapter states that the home is the individual's inviolable asylum, and no one may enter it without the dweller's consent, except in cases of disaster or rescue, or, during the day, with a court order. Clauses 22 and 23 further establish the right to property and then state that property must perform a social function. Clauses 24 and 25 state that if the Government takes land for public necessity or for social interest, fair amount of money must provided to the owners as compensation before taking the land. While Article 6 establishes the right to housing.

From the facts above; it is pretty clear that Brazil’s constitution was violated in several ways. Firstly, the parking lot created as per FIFA’s requirements does not in any way serve a social function. This means that the land in question was taken for reasons other than public interest or to provide a social function. Furthermore, no compensation was provided to several residents and where compensation was provided, it was not market

---

159 Mega-Events and Human Rights Violations in Brazil, page 14.
166 ‘Article 6, Brazil’s constitution, 1988.
value compensation, as required by clauses 24 and 25. Residents were also subjected to the use of excessive force in some cases and were being evicted without any court order. This directly violates clause 11 which states that no one may enter a person’s home without the dweller’s consent.

Further violations can be established by diving into the Rio de Janeiro State Constitution. Article 429 of the State Constitution protects Favela residents from being evicted unless they are in physical risk\(^{167}\). Most of the residents, if not all, evicted during the preparation for the world cup were Favela residents (for example the 1000 residents evicted from Favela de metro). According to RIOonwatch, the Favela residents were in no physical risk and were only evicted because of the FIFA World Cup\(^ {168}\). This can be supported by a news report from Owen Gibson and Jonathan Ross. In their report for the Guardian, they include a testimony of a Favela resident named Maria De Soccoro who stated before Brazil got chosen to host the world cup; the government officials never entered their community. There was also no mention of moving. However, once Brazil got chosen to host the international event, everything changed.\(^ {169}\).

Some residents also learnt that they would be evicted via newspaper articles. This is in direct contravention of Articles 458 and 459 of Rio’s state constitution which requires the government to make sure citizens are informed about all urban policy initiatives\(^ {170}\).

Those who were relocated were put in areas that were nearly 50km away from their original place of residence. These areas had scarce job opportunities, health facilities and educational facilities and other basic infrastructure. All of this contravenes article

\(^{167}\) Article 429’, Rio de Janiero’s Organic Constitution.

\(^{168}\) Samuca ‘evictions at favela de metro clear the way for world cup parking’ Rioonwatch.org, on 27 January 2017.


11 of the ICESCR, which Brazil has ratified\textsuperscript{171}, as well as the General Comment no.4 by the CESCR (which was elaborated above).

Finally, as was the case in South Africa, the UN basic principles and guidelines on development based evictions and displacement\textsuperscript{172} were also violated in Brazil. From the facts above, it is clear that Articles 43 and 44\textsuperscript{173} of the UN guidelines were violated.

Additionally, Article 37 of the guidelines state that appropriate notice of the eviction should be given to all persons who could be affected by the eviction. Article 37 also states that a reasonable time period must be given after the eviction notice. From the facts above, it is clear that Article 37 was violated since some of the evicted residents in Rio de Janeiro were given an official notification to evacuate the area with a “maximum deadline of 0 day(s)”\textsuperscript{174}, while in other areas, communities found out that they were going to be evicted not via government notice but via newspapers reports\textsuperscript{175}.

\textbf{4.3. Conclusion}

From the case studies above, it is quite clear that the forced evictions suffered in Brazil and South Africa were a result of FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure. These evictions occurred four years apart and on different continents. The only similarity here was that both of the nations were, during the times of these evictions and housing rights violations, host nations for the FIFA world cup.

Additionally, the case studies go on to show how all human rights are interconnected and that the violation of just one human right or a component of that right can lead to several other human rights being violated. Take for example, location, as a component


\textsuperscript{172}UN basic principles and guidelines on development based evictions and displacement’, Annex 1 of the report of the Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, A/HRC/4/18.

\textsuperscript{173}See footnote 132 and 133.


\textsuperscript{175}Mega-Events and Human Rights Violations in Brazil, page 14.
of the right to adequate housing. Reallocating individuals to areas far away from the city can hinder their ability to find adequate work or may increase transport costs (especially for low income earners). This in turn may lead to loss of work or failure to find work. This in turn, affects a person ability and right to adequate food, health care and education.
CHAPTER FIVE

Discussion, Findings, Recommendations and Conclusion

5.1. Discussion

From the above chapters, it is clear that there is a correlation between FIFA’s requirements on infrastructure and forced evictions. However, Germany, which had to abide by the same set of requirements as Brazil and South Africa, did not have any reported incidents of forced evictions during its preparation for the 2006 world cup, as per my research.

Looking at these 3 countries, all in different continents, the only difference between Germany compared to South Africa and Brazil, is, that Germany is classified as a developed nation, as per the Human Development Index. To put this into context, the Human Development Report of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) ranks Germany at 6th place, Brazil at 75th and South Africa at 116th. Furthermore, the World Bank ranks Germany 1st with regards to quality of trade and transport related infrastructure, while South Africa and Brazil were ranked 21st and 47th respectively. Finally, the Social Progress Index, with regards to shelter as a basic human need, ranks Germany 13th in the world. South Africa and Brazil were ranked 86th and 77th respectively.

---

176 ‘Know the FIFA requirements for world cup stadiums’, 2009.
177 ‘Human development reports’, on 9 December 2016.
These statistics help in supporting the claim that there is a correlation between hosting the FIFA world cup and forced evictions in developing countries. This claim can be derived in the following manner: Firstly, developing countries will naturally have more urban poor citizens, compared to their developed counterparts, who cannot afford proper housing. Such forms of urban poor housing, as proven in the above chapters, are seen as ‘eyes sores’ by FIFA. This, together with FIFA’s desire to leave behind a legacy through high end infrastructure results in a mix of unwanted consequences for the urban poor, namely, forced evictions.

Secondly, developed nations have much better infrastructure and sports-specific facilities in place to host major international sporting events such as the world cup compared to developing countries which often need to spend large sums of money in order to construct the necessary infrastructures. To further support this point, consider the expenditure difference between Brazil and Germany. For the 2006 world cup, Germany spent 3.7 billion US dollars on stadiums and infrastructure while Brazil spent 13.3 billion US dollars for the 2014 world cup.

Such construction projects involve acquiring land for stadiums, training sites, transportation systems etc. However, such land acquisition, in developing countries at least, normally involves the displacement of individuals or entire communities. Take for example the residents near the Maracana stadium who were forcefully evicted and displaced because the stadium did not have a parking area that matched FIFA’s international requirements.

---

188 Beacom A, Sport and international development (Springer 2008), page 87.
189 Carroll T, Illusions of unity: the paradox between mega-sporting events and nation building, page 16.
5.2. Findings

From my research, I found that governments of developing countries chosen as host nations go along with such infrastructural projects due to the belief that infrastructural development will lead to improved economic benefits and poverty reduction\textsuperscript{193,194}. While FIFA further argues that such requirements on infrastructure will lead to increase in revenue for the sports teams that use these stadiums and will benefit the local communities around the stadium by creating more jobs, better inflow of customers etc\textsuperscript{195}.

However as the case studies in chapter 4 have shown, this has not been the case. Rather, infrastructural development has led to greater exclusion of poorer urban communities from adequate jobs and amenities. Udesh Pillay, in his aforementioned report corroborates this by saying that stadiums, training facilities etc situated in disadvantaged communities could lead to the value of property in the those areas to increase, therefore altering character of such an area.\textsuperscript{196} The transformation of such areas would lead to the urban poor being displaced because they no longer fit into the character of that area. Furthermore, gentrification would mean that even those who were not forced out will not be able to afford the rent in the area anymore. As a result, they would be forced to move to areas that are more friendly to their pockets\textsuperscript{197} and in most cases, such areas are very far away from employment, educational and health facilities, as shown in the case studies in chapter 4. All of this can be supported by Malte Steinbrink, Christoph Haferburg and Astrid Ley who use, as an example, the evictions and displacements of low-income population during the renewal and

\textsuperscript{195} FIFA football stadiums: technical recommendations and requirements’, page 26, 2007.
gentrification of commercial and residential areas located near the Ellis Park stadium in Johannesburg during the preparation for the World Cup.\textsuperscript{198}

Further corroboration can be made via Scarlett Cornelissin’s report ‘China and the 2008 Beijing Olympics: the dynamics and implications of sport mega-events in the semi-periphery states’. According to Cornelissin, infrastructural and other developments in developing host nations may actually be disadvantageous to the majority population.\textsuperscript{199} Whitson and Horne further claim that there is no guarantee that modern stadiums and brand new, improved facilities (such as the BRT line in Rio de Janeiro) would benefit the urban poor.\textsuperscript{200}

5.3. Recommendations

Before embarking on setting forth the recommendations, it is pertinent to note that even though this dissertation deals with forced evictions and the right to adequate housing, it is quite clear that all Human Rights are interconnected. This was discussed, albeit briefly, in chapter 4. Furthermore, sentiments regarding the interconnectivity of all human rights are also shared by the United Nations Human Rights Office of the Commissioner.\textsuperscript{201} As a result of this, some of the recommendations may deal with or apply to all human rights

5.3.1. Establish a clear and consistent Human Rights Policy\textsuperscript{202}.

This is the first step FIFA should take in their attempt to ensure respect for Human Rights. Establishing such a policy will show what FIFA expects from their own organs and employees as well as from their partners, sponsors, and local organizing committees. With regards to housing right violations exclusively, FIFA could


\textsuperscript{202} Ruggie J ‘For the game, For the world :FIFA and human rights, page 29.
adopt COHRE’s Multi-Stakeholder Guidelines on Mega-Events and the Protection and Promotion of Housing Rights\(^{203}\). These guidelines require compliance from all stakeholders; this in turn ensures that all the international housing rights laws and standards are not violated during the FIFA World Cup. This approach should be adopted from the initial stages of the FIFA world cup (i.e. during the preparation for the world cup)\(^{204}\). Complying with these guidelines will ensure prevention of housing rights violations arising directly and indirectly form the hosting the world cup\(^{205}\).

### 5.3.2. Embed Respect for Human Rights\(^{206}\)

This would involve taking the necessary actions to make the Human Rights policy a norm of practice when planning any FIFA event\(^{207}\). This would require even FIFA’s top management employees to include human rights policies into their decision making activities\(^{208}\). A perfect example here would be the forced evictions that occurred in the Joe Slovo community during the N2 gateway project (see chapter 4). If a Human Rights policy had been embedded into all the organs of FIFA, then there is a possibility that the need for ‘beautifying’ the area would not have been prioritized over the rights of all the Joe Slovo residents who were evicted. This in turn would have ensured that the Joe Slovo community would not have been forcefully evicted or, if they were evicted, they would have been put in housing that doesn’t violate international housing rights.

### 5.3.3. Identify and Evaluate Human Rights Risks\(^{209}\)

The evictions that occurred in Sao Paulo due to the construction of Avenue Parque Linear Várzeas do Tietê which links an international airport to the Arena de Sao Paulo

---


\(^{204}\) Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions - Mega-Events, Olympic Games and Housing Rights, page 203-204.

\(^{205}\) Centre on housing rights and evictions - Mega-Events, Olympic Games and Housing Rights, page 203-204.

\(^{206}\) Ruggie J ‘For the game, For the world – FIFA and human rights, page 30.

\(^{207}\) Ruggie J ‘For the game, For the world – FIFA and human rights, page 30.

\(^{208}\) Ruggie J ‘For the game, For the world – FIFA and human rights.

\(^{209}\) Ruggie J ‘For the game, fFor the world – FIFA and human rights, page 31.
(now called Arena Corinthians) can be used to further explain this point. Such construction took place due to FIFA’s requirements (see chapter 3) and led to at least 4000 families being evicted\textsuperscript{210}. If FIFA had adopted plans to identify and evaluate potential human rights violations then there is a large possibility that the 4000 families in Sao Paulo would not have been evicted.

5.3.4. Enable access to Remedy.\textsuperscript{211}

The right to effective remedy is a foundational Human Rights principle\textsuperscript{212}. In a situation where FIFA directly or indirectly causes or contributes to negative human rights impacts, it should then take an active role in providing remedy, by itself or in cooperation with others. Even though judicial remedy is the duty of a state, FIFA can provide a non judicial remedy which complements the judicial remedy\textsuperscript{213}

5.3.5. Consider a country’s culture and history.

FIFA should consider a country’s history and culture before imposing their requirements on that country. For example in Cape Town, a large number of people live in informal housing as a result of the apartheid\textsuperscript{214}. Understanding and putting such a factor into consideration may have led FIFA to alter their ‘beautification’ strategy in to a more, ‘empower the oppressed’ strategy.

5.3.6. Focus more on the urban poor, in developing countries, rather than leaving behind an expensive legacy.

From the above chapters, it is pretty clear that FIFA desires and prioritizes leaving behind a ‘modern legacy’. The controversies generated regarding the Athlone stadium perfectly highlight how FIFA’s requirements for aesthetics and large commercial stadiums are prioritized over everything else.

\textsuperscript{210} ‘Mega event and Human Rights Violations in Brazil’ 2012.
\textsuperscript{211}Ruggie J ‘For the game, For the world –FIFA and human rights, 2016, page 32.
\textsuperscript{212}Ruggie J ‘For the game, For the world –FIFA and human rights.
\textsuperscript{213}Ruggie J ‘For the game, For the world –FIFA and human rights.
\textsuperscript{214} De Bruijn R, ‘Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup’, page 26, on 18 January 2017.
In 2005, the Western Cape ANC leadership decided to propose Athlone as the Cape Town venue, since it was perceived that hosting the games at Athlone stadium would bring more developmental benefits to the city (additionally, Cape Town authorities had spent R60 million to upgrade Athlone Stadium. Athlone’s seating capacity tripled to 30,000 spectators; a flexible master design allowed for future expansion to 48,000 seats in case it became a World Cup venue. To ensure long-term sustainability, stadium capacity would revert to 30,000 after 2010).\(^{215}\)\(^{216}\)\(^{217}\) The developmental benefits were also pointed out by City of Cape Town’s 2010 Project Director Teral Cullen who explained “having the World Cup at Athlone would be a catalyst for other development, which is why the City of Cape Town wants it there.”\(^{218}\) In pursuing Athlone as a venue, local officials believed they were dutifully carrying out social responsibility programmes for the benefit of historically disadvantaged communities, as advocated by FIFA.\(^{219}\)

FIFA, however, dismissed Athlone as a venue. The negative reaction of football’s global governing body showed how ‘the World Cup is FIFA’s main source of revenue’ writes Alegi.\(^{220}\) Further evidence of FIFA’s commercialization can be outlined in the joint city/province strategic plan of January 2007. The document noted as follows; ‘they [FIFA] were surprised that Green Point had only been proposed as a training venue and not as the site for a semi-final, as it was the prime location to profile South Africa and the African continent through the world’s biggest football event’.\(^{221}\) Apparently, the

\(^{215}\) Alegi P, ‘A Nation To Be Reckoned With’: The Politics of World Cup Stadium Construction in Cape Town and Durban, South Africa’, Online Publication Date: 01 December 2008, page 401, on 9 November 2016
\(^{216}\) Alegi P, ‘A Nation To Be Reckoned With’: The Politics of World Cup Stadium Construction in Cape Town and Durban, South Africa’, Online Publication Date: 01 December 2008, page 402, on 9 November 2016
\(^{217}\) Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup, page 34-38, on 27 December 2016
\(^{219}\) Alegi P, ‘A Nation To Be Reckoned With’: The Politics of World Cup Stadium Construction in Cape Town and Durban, South Africa’, Online Publication Date: 01 December 2008, page 401, on 9 November 2016
\(^{220}\) Alegi P, ‘A Nation To Be Reckoned With’: The Politics of World Cup Stadium Construction in Cape Town and Durban, South Africa’, Online Publication Date: 01 December 2008, page 402, on 9 November 2016
\(^{221}\) Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup, page 34-38, on 27 December 2016
FIFA delegation suggested that a stadium on green point would provide a magnificent tele-visual image of the city to billions of viewers222. As a result, the 2010 committee officially shifted its position and announced a new plan to build a state-of-the-art 68,000-seat stadium at Green Point, which would host a World Cup semi-final223.

5.4. Conclusion

Generally, governments have an obligation to make sure that private entities follow the law, but at the same time, FIFA, also have a duty to use their influence wisely and to work with national governments and local authorities to protect the rights of local communities224. Furthermore, protecting all human rights, not just housing rights, must be used as the benchmark for FIFA in determining the host nation for the World Cup225.

The challenge now for FIFA is to take measures which go beyond putting words on paper. In his report: “For the game, for the world- FIFA and Human Rights”, John Ruggie226 elaborates this challenge perfectly when he said “The result must be good governance, not merely good-looking governance”. 227 Finally, FIFA must be commended since they are the first in the global sporting world to adopt UN’s Guiding Principles on Human Rights228

---

222 Claiming the Right to the City Contesting Forced Evictions of Squatters in Cape Town during the run-up to the 2010 FIFA World Cup, page 34-38, on 27 December 2016
223 Alegi P, ‘A Nation To Be Reckoned With’: The Politics of World Cup Stadium Construction in Cape Town and Durban, South Africa’, Online Publication Date: 01 December 2008.page 402, on 9 November 2016
224 Human rights advocates: Mega-Events and the Right to Housing.
225 Human rights advocates: Mega-Events and the Right to Housing.
226 John G. Ruggie is the Berthold Beitz Professor in Human Rights and International Affairs at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and Affiliated Professor in International Legal Studies at Harvard Law School. An award-winning scholar, he is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
227 Ruggie J, For the game, For the world- FIFA and Human Rights.
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